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Fleet’s David Glazier Offers Business Acumen to LCT Conference
Fleet Transportation co-owner David Glazier will speak at LCT’s Fast 40 Panel
Fleet Transportation co-owner David Glazier has worked with his wife
Stacey to make Fleet one of the most well-respected transportation companies
in the industry. Their hard work has been honored by Limo, Charter and Tour
magazine, who gave Fleet their National Operator of the Year award. Now,
Glazier hopes to inspire other transportation companies with the story of his
success by speaking at LCT’s Fast 40 Panel in May.
May 18 through 20 seeks to inspire operators in the transportation
industry at their LCT Leadership Summit in Miami Beach. LCT’s most
prestigious event of the year, LCT Leadership Summit promotes breakthrough
ideas, offers cutting-edge education led by experts inside the industry. This
year, speakers will be offering attendees inspiration and information on how to
succeed in business even during a tough economy. The summit features a Fast
40 Panel, a group of effective transportation company owners under the age of
40, which will feature Glazier speaking on Fleet’s successes.
“It’s a great honor to be asked to speak at an LCT event,” says Glazier.
“Fleet has always been dedicated to unbeatable service and it’s my pleasure to
speak with other operators about how a commitment to quality can transform
your business into a success.”
Glazier is already a practiced public speaker, advocating for small
businesses and the transportation company during national news interviews.
Fleet has also earned a GSA Advantage Contract expanding its reach in the
Washington and Alexandria community.
Along with national recognition for excellence in the industry, Fleet has
just been chosen as the preferred transportation partner of Alexandria
Convention & Visitor’s Association.
“As a small business in a competitive market, it’s essential that we
provide service and value that is beyond compare,” says Glazier. “I want to
spread the message that great value and work ethic reaps rewards in the
transportation industry.”
Glazier is also excited to hear the other panelists at Fast 40 speak on the
industry he loves.
“It’s always wonderful when we come together as an industry,” says
Glazier. “I am looking forward to learning from my piers how they maintain
their levels of excellence.”

Fleet Transportation is a luxury car service that serves the Washington
DC Metropolitan Area. Fleet offers expert services for business and personal
transportation, including shuttle services, sightseeing tours, wine country
visits, wedding transportation and event planning.

